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Abstract 
Among the innovation theory also, I was paying attention to the "open innovation" 
theory is believed to contribute to the innovation of small and medium-sized 
enterprise in this paper. Open innovation it was discussed whether small and 
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Revitalizing Local Economies and Portfolio Entrepreneur 
 





















Local revitalization is to produce business systems with the 
competitiveness and is to create employments through it. The leading actor of 
Revitalizing Local Economies is a nascent entrepreneur, but it is necessary to 
have the viewpoint of the local portfolio entrepreneur with the power to bring 
about the employment for multifaceted. Local portfolio entrepreneur forms a 
portfolio in the area and grows up with the business model across a local 
border. 
Business systems in a limited commercial area has an effect to relax the 
limitation of little demand. In other words, it can be located at many places 
because it is established in a limited commercial domain. 
This paper considered the process that local portfolio entrepreneur 
produced the local employment, and became bearers of local revitalization 
through a growth process of OKAMOTO CO. Ltd. 
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